
AN CUI'LINE PROCEDURE FOR WRITING STRATEGICALLY 

Determine the general forms of o~anizat:i.Dn one is writing in. 

Determine the particularity of forms of organization one is writing in. 

Determine the principal contradiction of forms of organization and their principal 

and non principal aspects. 

Always in the interest of the proletariat, one should suggest a tactical fonn of 

organization whici:h would speak to building class solidarity and raising class consciousne:: 

STEP II 

Identify the general fonns of struggle(ft.mdamentally the conflict between capital & 

labor) in one's writi~g. 

Identify the particularity of forms of sturggle. 

Identify the prinicpal contradiction of forms of stru.ggle and the princiapal and non 

principal aspects. 

\.Jv. Always in the interxtest of the proletariat, one should suggest united front work •• 

I. 

II. 

III. 

FOR EXAMPLE: 

The economic forms of organization. Bourgeois: the economic form of organization is 

the corporation. Proletariat: the economic form of organization is the labor union. 
(..14£~-~ 

Internal Harvester vs. AFL-CIO (?) • 

. Management vs. union leadership. The principal aspect is management and non principal 

aspect weak leadership of the union. 

IV.· Organize election committees to vote in proletariac leadership. 

I. Forms of struggle. Bourgeois: the struggle to maintain its high rate of profits. 
Proletariat: the struggle to continuously procure the material means and human needs to 
assure its daily survival. 

II. The company is planning a tactiaal lay-of£ Dll in oredr to get workers to maintain their 
obedience in product:i.Dn which l\'lilll assure profit stability. Proletariat: the lnlion 
leadership gives way to the economic th~eat of a lay-of£. 

III. The proletariat: the dominate side is the lUlion leadership, and the subordinate side 
is the rank and file workers. 

IV. Struggle for a rank and file movement within the local union to elect proletarian 
leadership. 
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The capitalist process of production is organized around the ideological class form of 
private property. Upon this ideological foundation of private }IIXIII£X property, the legal, 
political, educational, charch, and financial institutions(the superstructures) are erected. 

To make clear, the primary form of organization in the capitalist mode of production is 
personalized production organizations, coresponding with the ideological concepts of 
private property. Furthennore, the owership of the means of social production are concentrated 
in the hands of private individuals, who are class cmmected thru the ideological belief 
in private property. 

The universality of the internal relatioBShip structure, inside of individualized 
production organizations, in the relations of production is the ideological relationship 
of danination and subordination, stenming from the ideological class form of private 
property, and so it is structurally design to assure the preservation of the private mode 
of appropration of surplus values. 

The advantage of being a member of a class who rules over a social system is that 

·.~ 

one has the~ individual right to use the surplus value of production to meet one'! 
~ personalized interest to further enrich one's self.However, it is presupposed, for this 
process to continue, that fonnal structures (representing conditions) are set up for workers 
of the productive forces to int~rnalize values of individualism with the aim of preserving 
the ideologival form of private property and in confonnxity with preserving the ideological 
relationship of domination and suborcilination, and whos functional aim it is to give 
ideological justifciation to the philosophcial rationalization of economic exploitation 
and social opprssxion. 
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